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Abstract: In this article, we characterize the relationship between natural aging and risky decision making through an integration of cognitive, emotional, and neurobiological theories on the effects of natural aging. Based on the existing evidence, we propose that the positivity emotional bias in elderly adults steers them away from taking high risks and toward more conservative approaches during decision making as part of their positive emotional regulatory strategies. However, aging is also associated with marked declines in cognitive functioning, such as attention and working memory, as well as impaired reinforcement-based associative learning, which arises from anatomical and functional declines in the dopaminergic transmission systems and in distinct brain regions such as the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and hippocampus. In consequence, elderly adults may deviate from their usual conservative stance and toward more risk-taking tendencies, as observed in a subset of studies, if the demands of the risk-taking task exceed their cognitive and learning capacities. More empirical investigations are needed to determine the key factors that influence elderly individuals’ decision making and behavior in risky situations. Research in this field is likely to have important practical implications for the financial and medical decision making of elderly adults, as well as promoting designated help targeting the elderly population in making important life decisions.
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Introduction

The elderly make up an increasingly significant proportion of the global population due to rising life expectancy and falling birth rates, signifying the impact of their financial and health decisions on society.1 Aging is associated with a wide range of neurobiological and cognitive declines (for reviews, see Grady2 and Bäckman et al3) affecting their decision-making ability. However, elderly adults frequently face everyday important issues related to health care, illness, and financial matters. Advances in understanding how the decision-making processes in elderly adults differ from those in young adults, and how these differences are related to the effects of aging on general cognitive capacities4 and on neurobiological systems,5 are essential both for promoting the welfare of the elderly population and for improving the infrastructure and economy of society as a whole.6

“Decision making” is defined as the selection of action among alternatives with the aim of producing optimal outcomes.7 One important component of decision making is “risk taking”, defined as the propensity to select an option potentially leading to either relatively large gain or loss, instead of an alternative associated with relatively small gain or loss.8 The present review focuses on the discussion of the effects of aging on risky
decision making in association with aging-related emotional alterations and cognitive and neurobiological declines, with the aim of producing an integrative account of the relationship between natural aging and risk taking. A sample of existing laboratory and real-life measures of risk taking is included in Table 1. As will become apparent later, this diversity in measures might be one of the main reasons for the inconsistent findings on the effect of aging on risk taking in the existing literature. Note that, in this review, the terms “aging” and “elderly” refer to late adulthood beyond age 60.

This review begins with a general discussion of various decision-making theories and the modulatory influence of affect on decision making under risk. This is followed by a summary of the past literature on the neurobiological basis of risky decision making, covering the functional roles of both the dopaminergic neurotransmission systems and distinct cortical and subcortical brain regions. The existing empirical findings on the relationships between natural aging and risk taking in decision making are then addressed, noting both consistencies and inconsistencies in the findings, and this is followed by a discussion of the possible causes of the disparities in findings. Finally, the effects of aging on risky decision making are linked to the emotional, cognitive, and neurobiological aspects of natural aging in an attempt to provide an integrative account of aging and risk taking.

**Risky decision-making theories and the modulatory effect of mood**

Economic decision-making theories

Researchers have proposed various theoretical models to characterize human economic decision-making processes (see Mellers9 for a review). These models could be extended to explain decision making in other domains. For example, according to the “subjective expected utility theory”,10 an individual selects the options that have maximal “subjective expected utilities” – the positive values of the potential outcomes to the individual. The individual weights these utilities by the subjective probability of their occurrences, or how likely the individual believes they would be to occur following the selection of a particular option. This theory explains risk aversion by proposing that the utility function is concave, such that utility increases rapidly at first, but gradually slows down as a function of gain. Thus, when choosing between a sure gain of US $100 and a 10% chance of gaining US $1,000, the risk-averse person would choose the sure gain, although the two options have mathematically equal expected values (US $100). (Conceptually, risk aversion is different from loss aversion, although they are closely associated with each other14 and may share common basis of personality constructs such as neuroticism.)73

Unlike the subjective expected utility theory, the “prospect theory”10 proposes that during decision making, individuals tend to overestimate very small probabilities but underestimate large probabilities. Also, individuals assess the utilities of gains and losses according to some reference point, such as status quo. Originating from this reference point, the increase (or decrease) of utility as a function of gain (or loss) slows down as the gain (or loss) grows larger, but the pain (or subjective loss) resulting from a loss is generally greater than the pleasure (or subjective gain) resulting from a gain. This asymmetry in the utility function in the gain and loss domains could explain loss aversion.

### Table 1 A sample of existing measures of risk taking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-taking measure</th>
<th>Measure type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Gambling Task</td>
<td>Behavioral task</td>
<td>Measures the tendency to act on immediate prospects while ignoring long-term consequences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Gambling Task</td>
<td>Behavioral task</td>
<td>Measures the tendency to place low-win probability, high-gain bets rather than high-win probability, low-gain bets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet preference test</td>
<td>Behavioral task</td>
<td>Assesses risk preference while choosing between bets that may vary on win/loss probability, win/loss magnitude, expected value, and risk seeking/avoidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risky-gains task</td>
<td>Behavioral task</td>
<td>Assesses propensity for risk-taking behaviors risking large losses for large gains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Investment Allocation Strategy task, or BIAS</td>
<td>Behavioral task</td>
<td>Assesses propensity for irrationally choosing high-risk financial options over the safe option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-experience inventory</td>
<td>Self-report questionnaire</td>
<td>Assesses past risk-taking behaviors in life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice Dilemmas Questionnaire</td>
<td>Self-report questionnaire</td>
<td>Assesses risk preference while responding to hypothetical life scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures in specific domains (eg, financial, medical)</td>
<td>Self-report questionnaire, real-life decision making</td>
<td>Assesses domain-specific risk-taking tendency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Detailed descriptions of the tasks are included in the main text throughout the chapters.
There are also theories that incorporate an explicit element of risk, such as the “risk–return models of economic decision making”. According to this theory, the individual determines the expected reward of each alternative and its associated risk or variance of reward. Then the individual calculates the value of the alternative as the risk-corrected expected reward.12

At this point, it is worth noting that when choosing between alternatives of equal expected values during one-shot financial decisions, risk seeking and risk aversion, as described, are generally not considered violations of normative decision making and could be well explained by financial theories such as the subjective expected utility theory and the prospect theory.10,11 In contrast, persistent preference for riskier response options that lead to long-term financial loss over safer options that lead to long-term financial gain, even following multi-trial learning, can be considered non-normative, or pathological, and reflect neuropsychological deficits, as will be discussed later in this review.

The influence of mood/affect on risky decision making

Two prominent theories offer predictions on the influence of mood or affect on people’s risk-taking tendencies during decision making. One is called the “affect infusion model” (AIM) and proposes that positive (eg, happiness) and negative (eg, sadness) affects bias people’s recall and processing of stimuli in positive and negative directions, respectively.13 Thus, the AIM predicts risk seeking in a positive mood and risk aversion in a negative mood, because a happy person would process stimuli more favorably and be more optimistic about the consequence of risk taking, whereas the opposite would be true for someone in negative mood. The other theory is called the mood maintenance hypothesis (MMH).14 It posits that people in good moods are motivated to maintain their positive states, which results in them being less willing to engage in risky activities associated with potential heavy losses that would obliterate their positive mood. In contrast, people in negative mood states are more willing to take risks for the potential large gains that would significantly improve their mood. Thus, the AIM and MMH make exactly opposite predictions on the influence of mood on risky decision making. Notably, the MMH places a heavy emphasis on emotional regulation, higher levels of which have been observed among elderly individuals.15,16 Thus, the MMH can be a useful model for explaining the effect of aging on risky decision making.

Previous studies have generated findings that are consistent with the MMH, such that induced positive affect is associated with increased loss or risk aversion, especially when the probability or magnitude of potential losses was high.17–20 For example, participants with induced positive affect were less likely to invest large amounts of money in gambling,18 and demanded a higher probability of winning for accepting a gamble when the stakes were high.17 Conversely, individuals with induced sadness exhibited risk-seeking tendencies on a probabilistic gambling task,20 when selecting between jobs,20 and in response to hypothetical life scenarios.21 Although there exists other research evidence supporting predictions by the AIM, or risk seeking associated with positive mood and risk aversion associated with negative mood,22 previous research has overall provided substantial evidence suggesting that the employment of mood-regulatory strategies aiming at maintaining positive mood states is generally associated with lesser tendency to engage in high-risk activities, at least under some conditions.24

The neurobiological basis of risky decision making

Risk taking and the dopamine system

Risky decision making entails integration of the magnitudes and probabilities of rewards and punishments in determining the expected value and risk associated with any given response options.9 Unsurprisingly, the dopaminergic neural systems are critically involved in risky decision-making processes.5 Extensive empirical evidence suggests that the dopaminergic systems provide fundamental neural basis for the prediction, signaling, and learning of the value and risks associated with rewards23–26 and punishments.24,27 Electrophysiological studies have also revealed tonic midbrain dopaminergic activity that correlated positively with the level of uncertainty or risk of rewards.28

One pharmacological intervention study explicitly examined the relationship between the level of dopaminergic functions and risk taking on a probabilistic gambling task.29 Participants could bet on either the number 5 or 25, leading to either the gain (if winning) or loss (if losing) of the same number of points. Thus, betting on 5 and 25 qualify as low- and high-risk behaviors, respectively. The results suggested that a single dose of the dopamine receptor agonist pramipexole increased participants’ risk-taking behaviors. At the neural level, pramipexole, relative to placebo, led to reduced activations in rostral basal ganglia, including the ventral striatum, in response to monetary gains. These results support a direct influence of striatal dopaminergic functions on risky decision making.

Further, it was shown that, compared with both the val/met and val/val genotype carriers, individuals carrying...
the met/met genotype of the Catechol-O-Methyltransferase (COMT) gene, which codes the COMT protein that is responsible for the degradation and inactivation of dopamine, showed greater reward responsiveness and more risk-taking behaviors, as measured by the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). Another study found that the seven-repeat allele of the dopamine D4 receptor gene DRD4 predicted 25% more risk taking in financial decision making. These findings are important evidence in support of the involvement of dopaminergic systems in risky decision making.

Note that although we present only a discussion of the dopaminergic circuitries here, other neurotransmitters such as serotonin are likely to influence risky decision making. For example, Tanaka et al found that the serotonin system controls people’s processing of immediate and delayed rewards through modulating neural activities in the ventral and dorsal parts of the striatum, respectively, with low serotonin levels promoting processing of immediate rewards and high serotonin levels promoting processing of delayed rewards. Reward delay-discounting is an important aspect of impulsivity and can be associated with risk-seeking behaviors (Bechara et al).

Risk taking and distinct neural circuitries
Midbrain dopaminergic neurons project heavily to striatal regions such as the ventral striatum and caudate nucleus, which have been shown to code the value, probability, and magnitude of rewards. Additionally, the ventral striatum is involved in predicting and signaling aversive stimuli, whereas the caudate nucleus may be primarily involved in reinforcement-directed action selection. Similar functional roles have been assigned to other dopaminergic areas, such as the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC)/orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), and the insular cortex.

Both the ventral and dorsal striatum (caudate) are involved in learning about reward contingencies and forming reinforcement-based actions. Electrophysiological studies indicate that neurons in both ventral and dorsal striatum are specifically responsive to reward-related information during instrumental behaviors. In addition, the ventral striatum showed sustained activations correlated with reward uncertainty during anticipation. Studies have also found ventral striatal activations in response to winning relative to losing outcomes on a probabilistic gambling task, and to high levels of conflict in risky decision making. Similarly, other research found caudate activities in response to relative gain outcomes on a financial risky decision-making task. Further, the striatum can influence motor output either through projections to the substantia nigra or through efferents to the ventral pallidum. Thus, there is compelling evidence suggesting that the ventral and dorsal striatum are specifically implicated in learning and utilizing reward contingency information in guiding behaviors.

Previous research revealed maladaptive behaviors among patients with VMPFC lesions in risky situations, such as on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT), designed to measure individuals’ behaviors toward response options associated with larger immediate gain but even larger long-term loss and high risk (disadvantageous), and options associated with smaller immediate gain but long-term overall gain and low risk (advantageous). Research has consistently found that while healthy participants show a behavioral switch from the disadvantageous options to the low-risk advantageous options, patients with selective VMPFC lesions failed to show this switch, persisting in choosing the high-risk disadvantageous options, even with conceptual knowledge about the reinforcement contingencies of the task. Similarly, pathological gamblers who exhibit blunted VMPFC activities also show preference for the disadvantageous options while performing the IGT and engage in more risky behaviors on other gambling tasks. These findings collectively provide strong evidence that the VMPFC is a critical neural substrate for adaptive decision making based on the learning of reinforcement schedules associated with different response options. It was suggested that patients with ventral prefrontal lesions failed to generate corresponding “somatic marker” signals to the high-risk disadvantageous options that would have otherwise biased their choices away from those options toward the low-risk advantageous options. Thus, the ventromedial prefrontal region, through its connections with regions such as the hypothalamus and amygdala which are involved in biological regulations and emotions, function to establish the link between external stimuli and their corresponding emotive values and internal sensory signals based on reinforcement contingency information, thereby guiding selections among response alternatives. Consistent with this proposal, researchers have observed VMPFC activities during outcome evaluation in both a probabilistic gambling task and a financial, risky decision-making task.

Evidence has also suggested important functional roles in risky decision making for the OFC/VLPFC. Patients with selective OFC lesions frequently report emotional impairments and deficits in forming flexible stimulus-reinforcement contingencies in accordance with changing environment,
Despite preserved working-memory functioning. Previous brain-imaging studies have also generated findings consistent with those of the lesion studies. One such study employed a probabilistic gambling task in which participants chose between high-risk options associated with smaller probability of winning and larger magnitudes of gains and losses (denoted by the smaller number of blue boxes at the top right and the larger value in blue at the bottom right, respectively, in Figure 1A), or low-risk options associated with larger win probability and smaller magnitudes of gains and losses (denoted by the larger number of red boxes at the top left and the smaller value in red at the bottom left, respectively, in Figure 1A). The researchers observed OFC activations during decision making, and left OFC activities correlated positively with the level of conflict in making choices (Figure 1B). Other studies have found OFC activations during outcome anticipation that correlated with the level of risk on a cued probabilistic card-guessing game, as well as when choosing between options differing in terms of level of risk and reinforcement contingencies, consistent with the proposed functional role of this region in forming flexible stimulus–response–reinforcement associations in accordance with the changing environment, and in using this information to control behaviors.

The DLPFC is involved in a range of cognitive executive functions such as working memory and attention, as revealed by patients with DLPFC lesions. Brain-imaging studies have found activations in the DLPFC while subjects chose between options differing in terms of the level of risk and reinforcement contingency, prior to risky compared with safe responses on the risky-gains task, and at high risk levels on the BART. The role of DLPFC in risky decision making might be to provide sufficient attentional and working-memory resources for effective integration and utilization of reinforcement contingency information in guiding action selection, with additional evidence suggesting the direct reactivity of DLPFC to external reward contingencies and the involvement of this region in initiating reward-based actions.

The insular cortex has reciprocal connections with the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and OFC, as well as with limbic regions, and may link value information on external and internal stimuli to interoceptive bodily states. Consistent with this, anticipatory processes either prior to or following risky decision making that are likely to cause high levels of physiological and emotional arousal activate the insula. In addition, while ventral striatal (nucleus accumbens) activation predicted behavioral switching from safe to risky options, insular activation predicted switching from risky to safe options on a financial investment task. Thus, an important role of the insula in risky decision making may be in generating anticipatory aversive somatic marker signals to stimuli and responses previously associated with aversive outcomes, thus biasing individuals’ action selection away from options that could potentially lead to heavy losses. As high-risk options are typically associated with larger losses, insular activations prior to risky choices could function to steer participants’ future responses away from those selections toward safer options, the propensity for which was related to personality-trait scores on harm avoidance and neuroticism.

The influence of aging on risky decision making

Previous research has generated mixed findings on this topic. While a larger number of studies has suggested that risk-seeking decreases and risk aversion increases with aging, other studies have found no such effect or even the opposite effect. Moreover, the relationship between risk-taking tendency and age may not be monotonous or linear.

Risk taking in laboratory experimental tasks

Overall, studies that assessed the effect of aging on risk taking employing laboratory experimental paradigms have
generated rather mixed results.\textsuperscript{81} In an early study, older adults were found to be more cautious than younger adults following success on a vocabulary task involving various levels of risk.\textsuperscript{86} Two more recent studies obtained results that were consistent with a negative relationship between aging and risk taking. One of those studies\textsuperscript{78} measured risk-taking behaviors using the “risky-gains task”,\textsuperscript{73} which allows participants to make either safe responses that lead to small gains or risky responses that lead to either larger gains or larger losses. The findings showed that elderly participants made more safe responses and fewer risky responses than young participants. In the other study,\textsuperscript{81} young and elderly participants both performed a variant of the Cambridge Gambling Task,\textsuperscript{74} in which participants tried to guess whether a token was hidden in red or blue boxes, and could decide the stake to bet. The probabilities of winning and losing associated with the two choice options were presented to the participants on the screen (Figure 1A). The results again showed that older participants exhibited less “risk tolerance”, defined as the average size of stakes placed, than younger participants, but younger participants showed greater adjustment of stakes to risk levels. Finally, a series of studies assessed younger and older participants’ preferences on “risky” and “certain” choice options that involved either potential gains or potential losses,\textsuperscript{89–91} and consistently found that older participants were more risk averse than younger participants when deciding between a sure smaller gain and a risky larger gain. However, older participants expressed more risk seeking in the loss domain than younger participants.\textsuperscript{91} Further studies are needed to investigate the differential effects of aging on risky decision making in the gain and loss domains.

A few previous studies have generated findings suggesting greater preference for high-risk options on the IGT among some elderly participants compared with younger participants.\textsuperscript{85,92} Yet other studies have reported comparable performance on the IGT between young and elderly participants,\textsuperscript{83,94} with some indication that young participants showed greater extents of learning than older participants.\textsuperscript{95} Additionally, it has been shown that elderly adults are under greater recency effects during learning,\textsuperscript{93} possibly due to their declined memory functions,\textsuperscript{96} whereas young adults showed little such effect. Similarly, a subsequent study found that IGT performance correlated positively with immediate memory in older adults only.\textsuperscript{97} These findings suggest that performance differences between young and elderly participants on the IGT might be at least partly accounted for by declines in cognitive functions, such as episodic and working memory, with aging,\textsuperscript{2,98} besides possible aging-related deficits in response selection based on reinforcement associative learning.\textsuperscript{81,99} As described earlier, optimal performance on the IGT requires the integration of value information over time.\textsuperscript{58} However, elderly individuals with reduced memory functions may instead rely on outcome information in the immediate history, which may lead to impaired performance.\textsuperscript{58} On task paradigms that provided explicit information on reinforcement contingencies and/or demanded little learning of stimulus–response–outcome associations over time,\textsuperscript{81,83} elderly participants tended to exhibit comparable or less risk taking than younger participants.

Risk taking in self-report questionnaire measures

Previous research that examined aging effect on risk taking employing questionnaire measures has mostly revealed a negative relationship between risk seeking and aging,\textsuperscript{100} with a few anomalies.\textsuperscript{86,101} An early study administered the Choice Dilemmas Questionnaire to people of different ages and found that older adults of either sex indicated higher minimal success probabilities for selecting the more risky options to hypothetical life scenarios.\textsuperscript{102} Later studies confirmed the negative relationship between aging and risk seeking on the Choice Dilemmas Questionnaire.\textsuperscript{82,103} Further, one study administered survey questions concerning financial risk and found people over 60 years old were more risk averse than younger people, but risk tolerance rose slightly after 70 years old.\textsuperscript{104} However, a subsequent study administered financial risk-taking questionnaires to a sample of university employees in the USA, and found older adults were more risk tolerant, or more willing to make risky financial decisions, than younger participants.\textsuperscript{86} It might be that university employees who, on average, have achieved higher educational levels and are equipped with greater intellectual abilities, tend to show little decrease in risk-taking tendencies with age. Another study that revealed no effect of aging on risk taking also employed the Choice Dilemmas Questionnaire.\textsuperscript{101} However, in that study, young and elderly participants had different educational levels and marital statuses. Collectively, findings from previous research suggest an overall negative effect of aging on risk taking, although the precise relationship might depend on factors such as educational level.\textsuperscript{86,101}

Risk taking in real-life financial decisions

Previous research examining the effect of aging on real-life financial decision making has generated consistent findings suggesting that financial risk aversion increases with aging.\textsuperscript{105–108} In the USA, as the average age rises, so do the
Risk premiums for assets, suggesting that risky financial investments become less popular as the population ages. There is also evidence that the relationship between age and financial risk aversion might not be monotonous. For example, at least two previous studies found that financial risk aversion declined with age until age 65, after which risk aversion increased. One possible reason for higher financial risk aversion among elderly people is that these individuals have less time, energy, and other personal resources to recover from the potential losses incurred from financial risk taking. Alternatively, it might be that, compared with young people, elderly individuals are more likely to have accumulated considerable assets in earlier parts of their lives which they are reluctant to lose through risk taking.

**Risky driving behaviors**

Previous studies have generally suggested that older age is associated with less risk taking in driving. For example, previous studies have consistently found that younger drivers commit more driving violations or deliberate risky driving behaviors than elderly drivers.

**Risk taking in medical decision making**

Limited evidence indicates that risk aversion while deciding upon medical treatments increases with aging. When asked to make decisions on whether to undergo surgical procedures for recovering from deteriorating eyesight with the danger of becoming blind completely, older adults tended not to choose the more risky surgery option compared with younger adults, regardless of the surgery’s probability of success. Moreover, elderly adults showed greater tendencies than younger adults to avoid or delay making medical decisions, which, in practice, is frequently equivalent to deciding against the more risky options such as undergoing screening or surgery.

**Summary**

Previous studies that assessed the effect of aging on risky decision making using self-report questionnaire measures, real-life financial and medical decision-making measures, and driving behavior measures have generally indicated a negative relationship between aging and risk taking, although the relationship might not be unitary across the age spectrum. Studies employing laboratory experimental tasks have generated mixed findings regarding the effect of aging on risk taking, which might be due to several factors. First, some tasks, such as the IGT, require participants to learn sophisticated reinforcement contingencies over a prolonged course of performance, which might be challenging for some elderly adults with declining cognitive functions. Second, it might be that some laboratory tasks fail to create realistic risky scenarios that would elicit sufficient motivation and emotional arousal in participants. Third, in studies employing bet preference measures, each of several bet parameters, including risk (outcome variance), win/loss probability, win/loss magnitude, and expected value, may affect participants’ decision outcomes. Also, subjective risk may differ from objective risk and depend on additional factors such as largest possible loss. Finally, there might exist substantial heterogeneity among the elderly population regarding cognitive abilities, emotional valuation, and risk attitudes. Thus, covariate studies examining the associations between performance on risky decision-making tasks and other cognitive/emotional functions might generate revealing findings.

**Age, positivity, and risky decision making**

The MMH, which posits that mood-regulatory strategies aiming at maintaining positive affect states are generally associated with lesser risk-taking tendency, is useful in characterizing the effect of affect on risky decision making in elderly populations. There has been accumulating research evidence indicating that aging is associated with decrease in negative affects, moderate increase in positive affects, and better emotional regulation. One study investigated daily emotions among people aged 18–94 years old and found that negative emotional experience decreased in frequency until about age 60 then stabilized, even after controlling for factors such as personality, health, and demographic variables. In addition, among older people, highly positive emotional experiences tended to be more enduring, and highly negative emotional experiences were less stable. Lower levels of negative affect were also reported by elderly participants in the age range of 65–83 years old compared with by young participants, consistent with the suggestion that negative affect may decrease from early to late adulthood until the oldest years. Increase in the frequency of happy emotions, decrease in the frequency of negative emotions, and greater emotional control have each been found in elderly participants compared with in young participants.

Besides the positive changes in affect with aging, previous studies have also revealed that elderly adults exhibit greater attention to, and have better episodic and working memory for, positive versus negative emotional stimuli than younger adults, who typically pay equal or more attention to negative stimuli. The differential cognitive processing
of positive and negative emotional stimuli in young and elderly adults is also reflected in their neural responses to those stimuli. For example, one study documented insular activations during loss anticipation in young participants but not in elderly participants, suggesting a reduction in negative emotional processing in aged individuals.

As described earlier, some researchers consider that positive mood would increase risk-taking tendency, as individuals with more positive mood may perceive the situation as more favorable and potential negative outcomes as less negative or less likely to occur. Such individuals may also act more readily to seek further happiness. In contrast, according to the socio-emotional selectivity theory, as individuals age, they switch life goals from knowledge acquisition to emotional satisfaction and enjoyment due to a change in time perspective. Thus, the positivity effect among elderly adults might be motivated by and contribute to emotional regulation through avoiding negative emotional states and intensifying positive emotional states when faced with negative aging-related declines in physical and mental aspects. This active regulation of emotions demands cognitive resources. When elderly participants’ attentional resources were exhausted through stimulus distraction, they no longer showed the positivity effect they otherwise displayed in non-distracted conditions. Thus, elderly individuals may engage in less risk taking so as to reduce the potential for negative consequences and to preserve their positive mood, a mood-regulatory strategy analogous to their general inattention to negative emotional stimuli. That being said, the possibility that the positivity effect potentiates rather than suppresses risk-seeking tendency cannot be completely ruled out, particularly among younger individuals who may be less concerned with mood regulation.

Elderly adults’ tendency to avoid negative emotional stimuli may have a specific influence on their medical decision making regarding risky treatment options. It has been suggested that older cancer patients may dismiss viable treatment options too quickly to avoid any potential negative consequences associated with risk taking but that this tendency could nevertheless be alleviated through conveying medical options in positive frames.

**Risky decision making and the effect of aging on neurobiological systems and cognitive functioning**

Natural aging is associated with declines in neurotransmissions such as the dopaminergic systems (for a review, see Bäckman et al), as well as anatomical and functional atrophies in a wide range of neural networks, notably those involved in executive functions, such as the DLPFC, and regions involved in memory functions, such as the hippocampus. These neurobiological declines have marked impact on the attention, working memory, and episodic memory functions of elderly adults. These cognitive functional deteriorations, as well as impairments on reinforcement learning resulting from aging-related reductions of the dopaminergic systems, have joint influences on risky decision making among elderly adults.

**Aging and the dopaminergic systems**

Previous research has indicated that the dopaminergic neural circuitries are significantly affected by aging. Researchers have observed aging-related reductions in dopamine cell bodies in the substantia nigra, where the nigrostriatal dopamine pathways originate. Other studies have found widespread reductions in postsynaptic dopamine D1 and D2 receptors, particularly in the frontal cortical and striatal regions. Researchers have also observed presynaptic aging-related reductions of the dopamine transporter protein in the striatum, which mediates aging-related cognitive deficits in episodic memory and executive functioning.

Increase in dopaminergic transmission levels had an overall facilitatory effect on learning from rewards, whereas decrease in dopaminergic transmission enhanced avoidance learning from punishments. Consistent with this, older participants were slower in learning new stimulus–action–reward associations but showed enhanced learning of negative stimuli. Further, young participants exhibited ventral striatal activations during reward anticipation, whereas elderly participants showed similar activations during reward delivery, suggesting deficits in reward learning with aging. Interestingly, a recent study investigated young and aged rats’ preference over food reward options that varied in magnitude and probability, and found subgroups of rats showing deficits in forming valuations based on both magnitude and probability information, which might be due to aging-related declines in rats’ dopaminergic systems.

**Aging and neuroanatomical and functional atrophy**

Natural brain aging is accompanied by atrophy and neuronal loss due to “apoptosis”, or programmed cell death. Extensive evidence has indicated gray-matter shrinkage and white-matter alterations in relation to aging. Generally, aging-related loss of brain tissues tends to be most severe in the frontal lobes. More specifically, the frontal region is
Cognitive declines in aging

The dopaminergic systems are involved in cognitive activities such as working memory, and there is evidence suggesting that aging-related reductions in dopamine receptors and the dopamine transporter protein in striatal regions contribute to elderly people’s compromised executive, motor, and perceptual functioning, as well as declines in episodic memory and processing speed. According to neuro-computational models, dopamine systems represent the “gain” parameter in information processing, with aging-related declines in dopaminergic transmission leading to reductions in gain, which in turn lead to the underresponsiveness of neurons, greater variabilities in the system, and impaired cognitive capacity.

In addition, elderly adults may experience declines in working memory and attention as a consequence of aging-related atrophy of DLPFC regions. For example, in a study employing a variant of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task assessing attention shifting and working-memory functions, older participants performed worse than, and showed reduced DLPFC activations compared with, young participants. Consistent with this, selective aging-related impairments have been found on working-memory and executive control functions thought to depend on DLPFC activity.

Further, research evidence indicates that elderly adults tend to exhibit more bilateral prefrontal activities compared with young adults while performing cognitive tasks based on which the hemispheric asymmetry reduction in older adults model was proposed. It might be that the bilateral recruitment of prefrontal neural networks is a form of compensatory mechanism for aging-related declines in cognitive resources or processing speed. Alternatively, the bilateral PFC activity might reflect a form of functional non-selectivity among the elderly.

Cognitive, emotional, and neurobiological theories: an integration

In previous sections of this review, we discussed past research on emotional, cognitive, and neurobiological alterations with aging. We also reviewed behavioral findings on the relationship between aging and risk taking. In this section, we will attempt to combine evidence from different domains of research together and provide an integrative account of risky decision making among elderly individuals.

To our knowledge, there have been relatively few experiments combining behavioral risky decision-making paradigms with function imaging techniques in assessing the effects of aging on risk taking. One of these studies administered the risky-gains task to elderly and young male participants. In this task, researchers presented the participants with the numbers 20, 40, and 80 one at a time in an ascending sequence in each trial, and the participants could press a button upon seeing a number to win that number of points. However, responding to the number 20 always led to point gains (a safe response), whereas responding to 40 or 80 could lead to either point gains or losses (a risky response). Elderly males made more safe responses and fewer risky responses than did young males, suggesting an increase in risk aversion with aging.

Functional imaging data showed that when neural signals associated with making risky responses were contrasted with those associated with making safe responses, elderly males showed greater activations in the right insula and right OFC compared with young males.

As discussed earlier, the OFC-insula circuitry is involved during risky decision making and may function to generate somatic marker signals, especially aversive ones, to stimuli and responses previously associated with punishing outcomes. Patients with OFC lesions typically exhibit decision-making deficits, such as in gambling tasks involving choice options associated with different sizes and probabilities of rewards and punishments. Thus, the elevated activities of the OFC-insula circuitry among elderly males, compared with young males, prior to making risky choices may reflect greater negative reactivities of elderly individuals to risky options that could potentially lead to penalizing outcomes, consistent with their behavioral differences in risk taking. This is also consistent with the emotion theories of aging, which propose that elderly individuals tend to be more risk averse due to affect regulatory strategies aiming
at maintaining positive mood state,\textsuperscript{14,15} which may depend on the OFC-insula circuitry\textsuperscript{126,154} that is relatively preserved among the elderly.\textsuperscript{158}

Samanez-Larkin et al conducted two informative experiments on the neural basis of the relationship between aging and risky decision making, using the Behavioral Investment Allocation Strategy task.\textsuperscript{133,174} In this task, researchers presented participants with three response options in each trial, comprised of one safe option (bond) that always gave a small reward, and two risky options (stock) associated with different probabilities of large rewards and large punishments (Figure 2A). One stock was “good” and gave a larger probability of reward than punishment, whereas the other stock was “bad” and gave a larger probability of punishment. The researchers did not tell the participants which stock was assigned as good or bad, and participants had to work it out themselves through performing the task. The researchers validated this task against financial achievement in the real world.

The behavioral results showed that, compared with young participants, elderly participants made more risk-seeking (Figure 2B) and confusion (choosing the bad stock instead of the good stock) mistakes in choice, even after controlling for factors such as education, numeracy skill, and digit span. Elderly participants’ increased risk-taking mistakes were mediated by greater temporal variability of activities in the nucleus accumbens (Figure 2B) and caudate, consistent with previous research suggesting aging-related declines in striatal dopaminergic transmissions\textsuperscript{1} leading to reduced sensitivities of neuronal responses and greater signal variabilities.\textsuperscript{132} Thus, these results suggest that elderly adults have reduced capacity for utilizing information about the value of stimuli and responses across time to build dynamic models of stimulus–response–outcome contingencies.\textsuperscript{133}

These findings were replicated and extended in a subsequent experiment, which showed that elderly participants’ impaired performance in the Behavioral Investment Allocation Strategy task was due to a lack of coupling of their mesolimbic activities and the expected values of the response options.\textsuperscript{174} However, providing elderly participants with explicit information about the expected values improved those individuals’ task performance to a level comparable to that of young participants. These findings add support to the suggestion that elderly individuals experience significant deficits in the dynamic learning of reinforcement contingencies over time, and concur with other behavioral findings showing that elderly adults may exhibit either risk-seeking or risk-aversive tendencies on decision-making tasks, depending on the level of demand to learn a history of stimulus–response–outcome associations.\textsuperscript{78,80,85,92} In other words, elderly individuals may naively engage in seemingly risky behaviors not because they want to take more risks but because they do not realize that the behavioral option that they choose is more risky and/or disadvantageous. This hypothesis is also consistent with a recent meta-analysis showing that age differences in risk-seeking tendency are critically dependent on the learning requirement of the task,\textsuperscript{99} and with research evidence indicating a general association between risk-taking behaviors such as problem gambling and dysfunctional dopaminergic networks.\textsuperscript{175,45}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Figure 2: The Behavioral Investment Allocation Strategy (BIAS) task and associated age effect on behavioral and neural responses.
  \item Notes: (A) During each trial, participants saw two stocks and a bond and were subsequently prompted to choose one from the three options. Following a waiting phase, the outcome of the current choice as well as those of the other two options were displayed as gain or loss of different amounts of US $. The bond always gave a small reward and constituted a safe response. Both stocks gave a probabilistic reward and punishment, thus were more risky. However, one stock was “good” and led to higher probability of gain than loss, whereas the other was “bad” and led to higher chance of loss than gain. Stock allocation was performed at the start of each ten-trial block. Participants were not told about which stock was allocated as good or bad and had to work this out themselves through performing. (B) (a) Age showed a positive relationship with the frequency of risk-seeking mistakes, or selecting a stock when the rational choice should be the bond. (b) Age showed a positive relationship with the frequency of risk-seeking mistakes with the expected values of the response options. (c) Temporal variability of neural signals in midbrain, ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens), and caudate regions. (e) The positive relationship between age and risk-seeking mistakes was mediated by temporal variability of nucleus accumbens signals. Adapted with permission of the Society for Neuroscience, from Variability in nucleus accumbens activity mediates age-related suboptimal financial risk taking. Samanez-Larkin GR, Kuhnen CM, Yoo DJ, Knutson B. 2010;30(4):1426–1434; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.\textsuperscript{132}
  \item Abbreviations: fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; MSSD, mean squared successive difference; NAcc, nucleus accumbens; RSM, risk-seeking mistakes.
\end{itemize}
However, it is not clear to what extent elderly participants’ deficits in learning reinforcement contingencies over time result from specific impairments in reward-based associative learning or from aging-related declines in general cognitive functions such as memory and attention. Although the researchers controlled for some cognitive factors such as numeracy and working-memory capacity in the aforementioned study, it is still possible that aging-related differences in some other aspects of cognitive functioning may have contributed to the performance difference between the young and elderly. As recognized by some researchers, aging-related working-memory decline may affect economic decision making in ways beyond the aging effects on the processing of the probability or value of options. Similarly, it has been suggested that cognitive abilities such as working memory and processing speed influence the integration of information during reward or expected value estimations. Moreover, it has been found that aging-related differences in performance on the Cambridge Gambling Task and BART were largely mediated by individual differences in processing speed and memory. Further, there is evidence suggesting that attention deficits resulting from DLPFC dysfunctioning could lead to impaired performance on reinforcement learning tasks. Collectively, this evidence highlights the possibility that elderly individuals may settle on risky behavioral options without appreciating their risky nature because of a failure to integrate value-related information resulting from deficient cognitive resources and executive functioning.

Taken together, as people age, their negative emotional experiences decrease and positive affects increase, and they engage in more effective emotion regulation to maintain a positive affect state. As a result, they are less willing to engage in high-risk behaviors that could potentially lead to punishing consequences and negative emotional costs. However, natural aging is also associated with neurobiological declines in both dopaminergic neurotransmission systems and in distinct functional regions such as the DLPFC, a consequence of which is that elderly individuals experience marked reductions in cognitive functions, as well as impaired ability in reward-based associative learning. Thus, elderly individuals may deviate from their characteristic risk-averse tendencies and engage in risk-taking behaviors in situations in which task demands exceed their cognitive and/or reinforcement learning capacities, especially as positive emotional regulation takes up additional cognitive resources. These speculations demand extensive empirical testing, particularly with studies combining behavioral and functional imaging techniques in the investigation of the effects of aging-specific neural alterations on risky decision-making processes, as well as studies examining the cognitive correlates of aging-related differences in risky decision making. Some additional suggestions for directions of future research that could help validate and improve this theoretical model are presented in the next section.

Implications and future directions

The theoretical model we arrived at in the previous section, based on a review of behavioral, emotional, and neurobiological evidence in relation to both aging and risk taking, generates three research hypotheses that could be tested by future research. First, naturally aged individuals will generally show lesser risk-taking tendency in real-life scenarios, in response to questionnaires and on laboratory tasks that require little or no learning over time. Second, elderly participants’ risk-taking tendency when measured by tasks that place higher levels of demand on learning depend on participants’ levels of cognitive executive functioning such as working memory and attention, and of reinforcement contingency learning ability, which are in turn dependent on the functioning level of their dorsolateral cortical networks and dopaminergic reinforcement circuitries. Third, elderly individuals who are better at emotion regulation, such as emotion control, are more risk averse than those who are less proficient at regulating emotions.

In addition, future research in this field needs to employ appropriate task designs to best address the relationship between aging and risk taking, per se. As reviewed herein, aging-related declines in cognitive capacities may alter elderly participants’ performance in risky decision-making tasks. Future research might do better to employ tasks that place a minimum demand on cognitive and learning capacities — through, for example, providing a constant visual display of relevant information or asking participants to make single-trial decisions that need not be based on a previous history of information. In this regard, the bet preference test, on which participants choose between alternative bets that differ in the level of risk associated, is a useful tool for assessing the aging effect on risk taking, provided that all the relevant bet parameters such as expected value, win/loss probability, win/loss magnitude, as well as risk are systematically controlled and manipulated. Moreover, the factor of motivation (e.g., monetary versus nonmonetary tasks) may be important in influencing participants’ decision outcomes. In tasks that provide real monetary reinforcements to participants, it is not guaranteed that young and elderly participants would perceive the same absolute amount of money as...
equally motivating.4 Future research may consider gauging the level of monetary reward in the task to the financial states of individual participants. Finally, aging-related difference, or lack of such difference, in real-life financial and medical risky decision making can be confounded by demographic, personality, and socioeconomic status differences between the young and the elderly. Such factors need to be controlled for with care in future research.

Further research is also needed to examine the substantial heterogeneity within the elderly population in risk taking.4,171 One major factor is sex, with extensive evidence indicating less risk-taking tendency in females than in males,177 and sex differences in neurobiological declines with aging.178 Thus, future studies may explicitly include sex as a modulatory factor when assessing the effect of aging on risky decision making.

Another important contributor of heterogeneity among the elderly is genetic factors, particularly genes that associate with the dopaminergic neurotransmission systems.1 Specifically, individuals carrying the val allele of the COMT gene show increased signal variability in the prefrontal regions compared with those carrying the met allele,179 consistent with the former individuals’ worse performances on tasks assessing executive functions.116 Importantly, it was found that the effect of the different genotypes of COMT on cognitive functions was magnified with age, such that elderly participants carrying the val allele performed particularly poorly on cognitive tasks compared with elderly met allele carriers.116 Given recent evidence implicating the COMT gene in individual differences in risk-taking behaviors,19 future research is needed for detailed examinations of the role of the COMT, as well as other dopaminergic-related genes, in the relationship between aging and risky decision making.

Overall, past investigations have generated fairly consistent results suggesting an increase in financial risk aversion with aging.100,104,108 Thus, it might be more suitable for elderly adults to invest in safe bonds or stable enterprises, and to buy insurance,88 although there might also be considerable individual differences in financial risk preference among elderly individuals.86

Previous research has also suggested that elderly adults tend to seek less information and engage in less deliberation when deciding between medical alternatives,179 possibly as a result of reduced cognitive capacities and avoidance of stimuli associated with negative emotional costs.114 However, strategic measures such as conveying medical options in positive frames120 or patient decision aids providing detailed, specific, and highly personalized information pertaining to the treatment options and outcomes, can help elderly individuals considerably in making active and adaptive medical decisions.6

Conclusion

In this study, we characterized the relationship between natural aging and risky decision making through an integration of cognitive, emotional, and neurobiological theories on the effects of natural aging. Based on the evidence available, it is proposed that the positivity emotional bias in elderly adults steers them away from taking high risks and toward more cautious approaches as part of their positive emotional regulatory strategies. However, aging is associated with marked declines in cognitive functioning including, but not limited to, attention, processing speed, and working and episodic memories, as well as impaired reinforcement-based associative learning, arising from anatomical and functional declines in the dopaminergic transmission system and in distinct brain regions such as the DLPFC and hippocampus. As a result, elderly adults may deviate away from their usual conservative stance and toward more risk-taking tendencies, as observed in a subset of studies, if the demands of the risk-taking task exceed their cognitive and learning capacities. Future empirical investigations are needed to determine the key factors that influence elderly individuals’ decision making and behaviors in risky situations. Research in this field is likely to have important practical implications for the financial and medical decision making of elderly adults, as well as promoting designated help targeting the elderly population in making important life decisions.
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